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Industry Overview 
The past 12 months have been turbulent for the Australian dairy industry centred predominantly 
around the uncertainty of the future of the Murray Goulburn Cooperative and the outcomes from 
the ACCC and Senate enquiries into the contractual arrangements between farmers and 
processors. This has resulted in a reduction in farmer confidence with some producers choosing 
to leave the industry and many others choosing to switch to an alternative processor. Coupled 
with poor seasonal conditions prevailing in some regions, milk production remained in decline 
despite encouraging signs of a global upturn in demand. Domestically demand remained strong 
with good growth in most categories with a shortage of cream driving up butter prices. 
 
Throughout this challenging time Dairy Connect continued to support the industry through strong 
and effective advocacy with governments at State and Federal levels. In doing so, Dairy Connect 
has shown leadership in its efforts to work cooperatively with other state and national industry 
representative organisations. In this respect it was pleasing to see the Australian Dairy Industry 
Council release in June its voluntary Dairy Industry Code of Practice, which included many of the 
principles Dairy Connect had been vigorously promoting. Nevertheless there are still some 
issues around the Code and its implementation that Dairy Connect will be monitoring closely and 
providing constructive commentary.  
 
Looking forward there is cause for cautious optimism for the industry. With world demand for 
dairy expected to continue to grow, especially in traditional Australian export markets, milk prices 
should improve, stimulating a return to growth in milk production. The recent announcement by 
Saputo of its intention to take over Murray Goulburn should provide more certainty for its 
suppliers. Other developments in the dairy manufacturing sector focused on product and process 
innovations should stimulate further growth in sales both domestically and overseas. 
 
 
Advocacy 
Over the past year the CEO Shaughn Morgan and Farmer Group President Graham Forbes 
have been very active advocating on behalf of the industry on a wide range of issues. These 
include: 

 
1. Lobbying both State and Federal Governments to support the establishment of an industry 
code of conduct for milk supply arrangements between farmers and processors. 
 
2. Appearing before the Senate Economics References Committee promoting the need for a 
code of conduct for open, transparent and fair milk supply contracts between processors and 
dairy farmers. 
  
3. Engaging with Mick Keogh, ACCC Agriculture Commissioner, on the ACCC review of milk 
supply contract arrangements. 
 
4. Lobbying the Federal Government on the adverse impact of its decision to repeal the skilled 
457 foreign worker visa program, leading to a review of the relative legislation and introduction of 
the Temporary Work Visa subclass. 
 
5. An invitation to join the Agricultural Industries Energy taskforce investigating increasing power 
prices to farmers, and providing a formal submission of recommendation to the ACCC. 
 
6. Together with Foodbank NSW & ACT, calling on the State Government to fund free daily 
nutritious breakfasts, including fresh milk, for primary school students. 
 
7. Campaigning for a review of food labelling legislation to prevent the use of dairy terms by 
manufacturers of plant based dairy alternatives. 
 



The CEO, Farmer Group President and members of the Board, Farmer Group Committee and 
processor members have all contributed to communicating Dairy Connect's position on key 
industry issues in the media (press, radio and TV) as well as in social media especially Facebook 
and Twitter. This, along with Dairy Connect's regular Newsletter have proven to be effective 
communication tools for the organisation. 
 
Stakeholder Relations 
It was disappointing that, after years of negotiations and dialogue conducted in good faith with 
the NSW Farmers' Association Dairy Committee (NSWFADC) on developing a MoU between our 
organisations, and agreement being reached on the text of the document, the NSWFADC 
advised that it no longer wished to proceed., Dairy Connect remains open to further discussions 
should there be a change of view as it is our firm position that all dairy representative bodies 
should strive to work collaboratively in the best interest of our industry. In this regard Dairy 
Connect continues to communicate with all industry organisations and offer assistance and 
advice where appropriate. 
 
The Dairy Research Foundation (DRF) at Sydney University is the prime focus for Dairy 
Connect's contribution to promoting research and development for the benefit of growing a 
sustainable and profitable dairy farming sector. It has been of concern to Dairy Connect that 
changes to the University administration and support of agricultural based foundations may 
impact negatively on DRF's ability to continue its highly valued and important work for the 
industry. As a consequence, the CEO and Chairman have offered assistance to the DRF in 
promoting its activities to the University Administration and the State Government. 
 
Dairy Connect continues to support the valuable farm extension services provided by Dairy 
Australia and the Regional Development Programs managed by Dairy NSW, Murray Dairy and 
Subtropical Dairy. 
 
Internationally, Dairy Connect has strengthened its engagement with the International Dairy 
Federation (IDF), the Global Dairy Platform (GDP), the Global Dairy Agenda for Action (GDAA) 
and the Dairy Sustainability Framework (DSF). It was especially pleasing to welcome Donald 
Moore, GDP CEO, to present to a members workshop in Sydney. Our CEO also met with Brian 
Lindsay who heads up the GDAA and DSF when Brian visited Sydney this year. A delegation 
from Dairy Connect was privileged to attend the 2017 IDF World Dairy Summit in Belfast and 
participated in business meetings with Department of Environment, Food and Rural Affairs 
(DEFRA), the National Farmers Union (NFU) Dairy Committee and a farm visit.  Thanks go to Dr 
Judith Bryans, CEO of Dairy UK, for arranging the visits. 
 
Through the year Dairy Connect continued its support in developing export opportunities for the 
NSW dairy industry. This included presentations to visiting delegations of government and 
industry representatives from China, facilitating meetings between potential Chinese exporters 
and investors with NSW processors, and assisting Austrade and NSW DPI in promoting export 
activities. 
 
In other activities during the year Dairy Connect announced a new corporate partnership with 
Solar Bay to explore sustainable renewable energy solutions to the national energy crisis. During 
heat waves in NSW and Victoria, we shared resources with members regarding best practice 
heat management of livestock and undertook an extensive public relations program to support 
the international dairy collaboration promoting the United Nations World Milk Day celebration. 
 
Administration 
During the year Dairy Connect moved office from the temporary arrangements with NSW 
Irrigators premises in the CBD to co-locate with the Country Woman's Association at CWA 
House in Mascot, conveniently located adjacent to the railway station. This was a cost effective 
and strategically important move arranged by our CEO Shaughn Morgan through his 
connections with the CWA.  
 



Along with some administrative streamlining of office operations Shaughn now provides a more 
efficient service delivery to our members and stakeholders from a much better located and 
equipped office.  
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